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1 Introduction
The study of top quark pair (tt) production in proton-proton (pp) collisions at the CERN
LHC provides an important test of the standard model (SM). The total production cross
section, tt , can be accurately predicted by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) calculations
at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). A measurement of tt can thus provide con-
straints on essential ingredients in the calculation, such as the top quark mass, the proton
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parton distribution functions (PDFs), and the strong coupling s. Furthermore, deviations
from these predictions can be an indication of physics beyond the SM. For example, in
supersymmetric (SUSY) models, tt pairs may appear as decay products of heavier new
particles, increasing the tt yields.
Studies of the tt production cross section, as well as dedicated searches for deviations
from the SM predictions, have been performed in recent years by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations using a variety of production and decay channels [1{22]. So far, all results
are consistent with the SM.
This paper presents a new measurement of tt in pp collisions at centre-of-mass ener-
gies of 7 and 8 TeV. The measurement is performed in the em channel, where each W boson
from the top quark decays into a charged lepton and a neutrino. Compared to the previous
CMS analyses in the dilepton channel at 7 TeV [8] and 8 TeV [1], the new measurement
is performed using the complete CMS data samples recorded in the years 2011 and 2012,
with integrated luminosities of 5.0 and 19.7 fb 1 at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV, respectively. The
restriction to the em channel provides a pure tt event sample owing to the negligible con-
tamination from Z/ processes with same-avoured leptons in the nal state. The event
selection is based on the kinematic properties of the leptons. An improved cross section
extraction method is used, performing a template t of the signal and background con-
tributions to multi-dierential binned distributions related to the multiplicity of b quark
jets (referred to as b jets in the following) and the multiplicity and transverse momenta
of other jets in the event. The results obtained with this method (referred to as the \ref-
erence method" in the following) are cross-checked with an analysis performed using an
event counting method.
The cross section is rst determined in a ducial (\visible") range, vis
tt
, dened by
requirements on the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of the electron and muon.
The results are then extrapolated to obtain the cross section in the full phase space, tt ,
with an additional assessment of the extrapolation uncertainties. The ratio of the cross
sections at the two centre-of-mass energies is also presented. The measurements of tt
at 7 and 8 TeV are used to determine, together with the NNLO prediction [23], the top
quark pole mass. Following a previous CMS analysis [24], the mass is determined via the
dependence of the theoretically predicted cross section on the top quark mass.
The data are also used to constrain the cross section of pair production of the lightest
supersymmetric partner of the top quark, the top squark, in the context of SUSY models
with R-parity conservation [25]. The study focuses on models predicting the decay of top
squarks into a top quark and a neutralino, et ! tec01, and the three-body decay, et ! bWec01,
with the neutralino assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) [26]. The
pair production and the subsequent decays of the top squarks can lead to a nal state
that is very similar to the SM tt events. The search is performed with the 8 TeV data,
looking for an excess of the observed event yields of tt events with respect to the SM
predictions. Exclusion limits are set with 95% condence level (CL) for the SUSY signal
strength as a function of the top squark mass for two neutralino mass hypotheses. Previous
measurements setting exclusion limits in a similar regime can be found in [14, 27].
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a brief description of the CMS
detector, followed by details of the event simulation and theoretical calculations for the tt
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cross section are given in section 3. The event selection and the denitions of the visible
and total cross sections are given in sections 4 and 5, respectively. The methods used to
measure the cross section are explained in section 6 and the systematic uncertainties are
described in section 7. The measured tt production cross sections are reported in section 8,
with the extraction of the top quark mass presented in section 9. The search for SUSY is
described in section 10 and a summary is provided in section 11.
2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter, providing a magnetic eld of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon
pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and
a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two
endcap sections. Extensive forward calorimetry complements the coverage provided by the
barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are measured in gas-ionisation detectors embedded
in the steel ux-return yoke outside the solenoid. A more detailed description of the
CMS detector, together with a denition of the coordinate system used and the relevant
kinematic variables, can be found in ref. [28].
The particle-ow (PF) [29, 30] event algorithm reconstructs and identies each individ-
ual particle with an optimised combination of information from the various elements of the
CMS detector. The energy of photons is directly obtained from the ECAL measurement.
The energy of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at the
primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the corresponding
ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons spatially compatible with
originating from the electron track. The energy of muons is obtained from the curvature
of the corresponding track. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combi-
nation of their momentum measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL
energy deposits, corrected for zero-suppression eects and for the response function of the
calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from
the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energy.
3 Event simulation and theoretical calculations
Experimental eects, related to the event reconstruction and choice of selection criteria,
together with the detector resolution, are modelled using Monte Carlo (MC) event gener-
ators interfaced with a detailed detector simulation. Unless specied, the same generators
and parton shower models are used for the samples at 7 and 8 TeV.
The tt sample is simulated using the MadGraph event generator (v. 5.1.5.11) [31],
which implements the relevant matrix elements at tree level with up to three additional
partons. The MadSpin [32] package is used to incorporate spin correlation eects. The
value of the top quark mass is xed to 172.5 GeV and the proton structure is described by
the CTEQ6L1 [33] PDF set. The generated events are subsequently processed with pythia
(v. 6.426) [34] for parton showering and hadronisation, and the MLM prescription [35] is
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used for matching of matrix-element jets to parton showers. Decays of  leptons are handled
with tauola (v. 2.75) [36]. An additional tt signal sample, which is used to determine
specic model uncertainties of the measurement, is obtained with the next-to-leading-order
(NLO) generator powheg (v. 1.0 r1380) [37] and also interfaced with pythia. In powheg,
the value of the top quark mass is also set to 172.5 GeV, and the CT10 [38] PDF set is used
to describe the proton structure. The pythia Z2* tune, derived from the Z1 tune [39],
is used to characterise the underlying event in the tt samples at 7 and 8 TeV. The Z1
tune uses the CTEQ5L PDF set, whereas Z2* adopts CTEQ6L. The propagation of the
generated particles through the CMS detector and the modelling of the detector response
is performed using Geant4 (v. 9.4) [40].
Only tt pair decays into e + X in the nal state are considered signal, including
intermediate leptonic  decays. The remaining tt decay modes are considered background
processes and referred to as \tt bkg.".
The other SM background samples are simulated with MadGraph (without the Mad-
Spin package), powheg, or pythia, depending on the process. The main background
contributions originate from the production of W and Z/ bosons with additional jets
(referred to in the following as W+jets and Drell-Yan (DY), respectively), single top quark
tW channel, diboson (WW, WZ, and ZZ, referred to as VV in the following), tt produc-
tion in association with a Z, W, or  boson (referred to as ttV in the following), and QCD
multijet events. The W+jets, DY, and ttV samples are simulated with MadGraph with
up to two additional partons in the nal state. The powheg [41, 42] generator is used for
simulating single top quark production, while pythia is used to simulate diboson and QCD
multijet events. Parton showering and hadronisation are also simulated with pythia in all
the background samples. The pythia Z2* tune is used to characterise the underlying event
in the background samples at
p
s = 8 TeV, while the Z2 tune [43] is used at
p
s = 7 TeV.
The simulated samples are normalised according to their expected total cross sections
for integrated luminosities of 5.0 (19.7) fb 1 for
p
s = 7 (8) TeV. The expected cross sections
are obtained from NNLO calculations for W+jets [44] and DY [45] processes, NLO+next-
to-next-to-leading-log (NNLL) calculations for top quark tW or tW channel [46], NLO
calculations for VV [47], tt+W [48], and tt+Z [49] processes, and leading-order (LO)
calculations for QCD multijet events [34].
A number of additional pp simulated hadronic interactions (pileup) are added to each
simulated event to reproduce the multiple interactions in each bunch crossing in the data
taking. The pileup events are generated using pythia. Scale factors (SFs) described in
section 4 are applied when needed to improve the description of the data by the simulation.
Calculations of the tt at full NNLO accuracy in perturbative QCD, including the
resummation of NNLL soft-gluon terms [50], are used to normalise the tt simulated samples
and to extract the top quark pole mass. Assuming a top quark mass of 172:5 GeV, the
predicted cross sections are:
tt = 177:3
+4:7
  6:0 (scale) 9:0 (PDF+s) pb; at
p
s = 7 TeV and
tt = 252:9
+6:4
  8:6 (scale) 11:7 (PDF+s) pb; at
p
s = 8 TeV.
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The rst uncertainty is an estimate of the eect of missing higher-order corrections and
is determined by independent variations of the factorisation and renormalisation scales, F
and R, by factors of two, up and down from their default values (the top quark mass). The
second uncertainty is associated with variations in s and the PDF, following the PDF4LHC
prescription with the MSTW2008 68% CL NNLO, CT10 NNLO, and NNPDF2.3 5f FFN
PDF sets (as detailed in refs. [51, 52] and references therein, as well as in refs. [53{55]).
These values were calculated using the Top++2.0 program [50]. The ratio of the cross
sections at 7 and 8 TeV computed with NNPDF2.3, RNNLO
tt
= tt (8 TeV)=tt (7 TeV), is
1:437 0:001 (scale) 0:006 (PDF) 0:001 (s) [56].
4 Event selection
At trigger level, events are required to have one electron and one muon. For the 8 TeV
data set one of the two leptons is required to have pT > 17 GeV and the other pT > 8 GeV.
For the 7 TeV data set both leptons are required to have pT > 10 GeV or to full the same
criterion as for the 8 TeV data set. The em trigger eciency is measured in data with a
method based on triggers that are uncorrelated with those used in the analysis [1, 57].
In particular, the triggers require jets or missing transverse energy, which is dened as
the magnitude of the projection, on the plane perpendicular to the beam direction, of the
vector sum of the momenta of all reconstructed particles in an event. The trigger eciency
for events containing an em pair passing all selection criteria is approximately 96% at 7 TeV
and 93% at 8 TeV. Using the em trigger eciency measured in data, the corresponding
eciencies in the simulation are corrected by -dependent SFs, which have an average
value of 0.99 at 7 TeV and 0.97 at 8 TeV.
An interaction vertex [58] is required within 24 cm of the detector centre along the
beam line direction, and within 2 cm of the beam line in the transverse plane. Among all
such vertices, the primary vertex of an event is identied as the one with the largest value
of the scalar sum of the p2T of the associated tracks.
Leptons are required to have pT > 20 GeV and jj < 2:4. The lepton-candidate tracks
are required to originate from the primary vertex.
Lepton candidates are required to be isolated from other PF candidates in the event.
For each electron [59] or muon [60] candidate, a cone with R = 0:3 or 0:4, respectively,
is constructed around the track direction at the primary vertex. Here R is dened
as R =
p
()2 + ()2, where  and  are the dierences in pseudorapidity and
azimuthal angle (in radians) between any PF candidate and the lepton track direction.
The scalar sum of the pT of all PF candidates contained within the cone is calculated,
excluding the contribution from the lepton candidate itself. All charged PF candidates not
associated with the chosen primary vertex are assumed to arise from pileup events, and
are excluded from the calculation of the pT deposited in the cone. The neutral component
is also corrected for pileup eects. The relative isolation discriminant, Irel, is dened as
the ratio of this sum to the pT of the lepton candidate. An electron candidate is selected
if Irel < 0:10; the corresponding requirement for muons is Irel < 0:12.
The eciency of the lepton selection is measured using a \tag-and-probe" method in
dilepton events enriched with Z boson candidates [8, 61]. The measured values for the
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combined identication and isolation eciencies are typically 80% for electrons and 90%
for muons. The lepton identication eciencies in simulation are corrected to the measured
values in data by pT and  dependent SFs, which have values in the range 0.97{0.99. From
all events that contain oppositely charged lepton pairs, events are selected if the lepton pair
with the largest value of the scalar sum of the pT corresponds to an em pair. Candidate
events with em invariant masses mem < 20 GeV are removed to reduce the contamination
from QCD multijet processes. This selection is referred to as \em selection".
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT clustering algorithm [62] with a distance pa-
rameter R = 0:5. The algorithm uses the PF candidates as input objects. To minimise the
impact of pileup, charged particle candidates not associated with the primary vertex are
excluded. The jet energy is corrected for pileup in a manner similar to the correction of
the total energy inside the lepton isolation cone. Additional jet energy corrections are also
applied as a function of the jet pT and  [63]. Jets are selected if they have pT > 30 GeV
and jj < 2:4 and the angular distance between them and the selected leptons satises
R(jet; lepton) > 0:5.
As the tt events are expected to contain mainly jets from the hadronisation of b quarks,
requiring the presence of b jets can reduce background from events without b quarks. Jets
are identied as b jets (b-tagged) using the combined secondary vertex algorithm [64].
The discriminator threshold chosen for the reference method to extract the cross section
corresponds to an identication eciency for b jets of about 50% and a misidentication
(mistag) probability of about 10% for c quark jets and 0.1% for light-avour jets (u, d,
s, and gluons). A looser discriminator threshold is chosen for the event counting method
such that the eciency is about 70% for jets originating from b quarks and 20% for c
quark jets, while the probability of mistagging for jets originating from light avours is
around 1% [64]. For the reference method there are no constraints on the number of jets
and b-tagged jets in the event.
Figures 1 and 2 show for the 7 and 8 TeV data and simulations, respectively, the pT and
 distributions of the highest (leading) and second-highest (subleading) pT lepton from the
selected em pair, after the em selection is applied. The data are compared to the expected
distributions for the tt signal and individual backgrounds, which are derived from MC
simulated samples. The contributions from QCD multijet, W+jets, and tt background
processes arise from events where at least one jet is incorrectly reconstructed as a lepton
or a lepton that does not originate from a prompt W or Z boson decay fulls the selection
criteria. These contributions are referred to as \non W/Z" background.
In general, the sum of the estimated contributions provides an adequate description of
the data, within uncertainties. However, as observed previously [57], the simulation is seen
to have a somewhat harder pT spectrum than measured. The impact on the measurement
is accounted for by including an additional modelling uncertainty.
Figure 3 shows the number of b-tagged jets in events passing the em selection at 7 and
8 TeV. It should be noted that the size of the uncertainties in gures 1{3 does not reect
those in the nal measurements, which are constrained by the likelihood t described in
section 6.1. Good agreement is observed between data and the sum of the expected yields.
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Figure 1. Distributions of pT (left) and  (right) of the leading (top) and subleading (bottom)
leptons, after the em selection, for the 7 TeV data. The last bin of the pT distributions includes the
overow events. The hatched bands correspond to the total uncertainty in the sum of the predicted
yields. The ratios of data to the sum of the predicted yields are shown at the bottom of each plot.
Here, an additional solid gray band represents the contribution from the statistical uncertainty in
the MC simulation. The contributing systematic uncertainties are discussed in section 7.
5 Cross section denitions
The tt production cross sections are rst measured in a ducial range, dened within the
kinematic acceptance of the tt decay particles that are reconstructable in the detector.
This avoids the need for extrapolating the cross sections into the unmeasured kinematic
phase space of these particles. In this analysis the ducial range is dened by the pT
and  requirements on the electron and muon in the nal state. The visible cross section,
vis
tt
, is dened for events containing an oppositely charged em pair from the decay chain
t!Wb! `b (including W !  ! `) and with both leptons satisfying pT > 20 GeV
and jj < 2:4. This visible cross section is then extrapolated to obtain the cross section for
tt production at parton level in the full phase space using the formula
tt =
vis
tt
Ae
: (5.1)
Here, Ae denotes the acceptance dened as the fraction of all tt events fullling the
above selection criteria for the visible cross section. The acceptance is determined from the
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Figure 2. Distributions of pT (left) and  (right) of the leading (top) and subleading (bottom)
leptons, after the em selection, for the 8 TeV data. The last bin of the pT distributions includes the
overow events. The hatched bands correspond to the total uncertainty in the sum of the predicted
yields. The ratios of data to the sum of the predicted yields are shown at the bottom of each plot.
Here, an additional solid grey band represents the contribution from the statistical uncertainty in
the MC simulation. The contributing systematic uncertainties are discussed in section 7.
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simulated tt signal sample, and includes the leptonic branching fraction of the W bosons
of 10.86% [65].
6 Analysis methods for the measurement of the cross section
Two methods are used to measure the tt production cross section. The reference method is
a binned likelihood t to multi-dierential nal state distributions, performed in categories
of number of additional and b-tagged jets, as described in section 6.1. In addition, an
analysis is performed using an event counting technique, as explained in section 6.2.
6.1 Binned likelihood t
An extended binned likelihood t is applied to determine vis
tt
. The expected signal and
background distributions are modelled in the t by template histograms constructed from
the simulated samples. The free parameters in the t are vis
tt
, the background normalisation
parameters ~! = (!1; !2; : : : ; !K) for the K sources of backgrounds, and the M nuisance
parameters ~ = (1; 2; : : : ; M ), representing sources of systematic uncertainties other
than the background normalisation, such as the jet energy scale and the trigger eciency.
The likelihood function L, based on Poisson statistics, is given by
L =
Y
i
(exp [ i]nii =ni!)
KY
k=1
(!k)
MY
m=1
(m): (6.1)
Here, i denotes the bin index of the chosen nal state distribution, and i and ni are
the expected and observed event numbers in bin i. The terms (!k) and (m) denote
prior probability density functions for the background and the other nuisance parameters,
representing the prior knowledge of these parameters. The Poisson expectation values i
can be further decomposed as
i = si(
vis
tt ;
~) +
KX
k=1
bMCk;i (
~) (1 + k!k): (6.2)
Here, si denotes the expected number of tt signal events, which depends on 
vis
tt
and the
nuisance parameters ~. The quantity bMCk;i represents the nominal template prediction of
background events from source k in bin i, and k its estimated relative global normalisation
uncertainty. In this analysis the background normalisation parameters !k and the other
nuisance parameters m are dened such that each prior can be represented by a unit
normal distribution, unless mentioned otherwise.
A suitable dierential distribution for the likelihood t is the number of selected b-
tagged jets in the event. The probability to reconstruct and identify one of the two b jets
from the decaying tt pair is nearly independent of the probability to reconstruct and identify
the other b jet. Because of the large mass of the top quark, the kinematic properties of the
two b jets are determined to a large extent by the nearly independent decay topologies of
the t and t, and strong kinematic acceptance correlations arise only for extreme production
topologies, such as for tt pairs with a large Lorentz boost.
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Under the assumption of the independence of the probabilities to identify the b jets,
it is possible to express the number of expected signal events with exactly one (s1), and
exactly two (s2) b-tagged jets using binomial probabilities [14]:
s1 = sem 2b(1  Cbb); (6.3)
s2 = sem 
2
bCb: (6.4)
Here, sem is the total number of events after the em selection and can be written as
sem = Lvistt em, with L being the integrated luminosity and em the eciency for events
to pass the em selection. The parameter b comprises the total eciency that a b jet is
reconstructed within the kinematic acceptance and b-tagged. The quantity Cb corrects
for the small correlations between the tagging of the two b jets and can be expressed
as Cb = 4sems2=(s1 + 2s2)
2.
The remaining signal events with zero or more than two b-tagged jets are considered
in a third category:
s0 = sem
h
1  2b(1  Cbb)  Cb2b
i
: (6.5)
In ref. [14], two equations similar to eqs. (6.3), (6.4) are directly solved for the tt
production cross section and b. In the present analysis, eqs. (6.3), (6.4) are used together
with eq. (6.5) in the template t. The quantities em, b, and Cb are directly determined
from the tt signal simulation, expressing b as (s1 + 2s2)=2sem, and parametrised as a
function of the nuisance parameters ~. The nominal values for the 8 TeV simulated tt
signal are em = 0:51, b = 0:36, and Cb = 0:99, and the values for the 7 TeV sample are
similar. The use of these equations facilitates an accurate modelling of the expected signal
rates as a function of the nuisance parameters, i.e. avoiding mismodelling eects that could
arise from approximating the dependences as linear functions.
In order to improve the sensitivity of the t, the events are further categorised into
four classes of multiplicity of additional jets in the event (zero, one, two, and three or more
additional jets). This leads, together with the three classes of b-tagged jets, to 12 dierent
categories in total. Additional jets must be non-b-tagged jets. In case there is no additional
jet, the corresponding event yields are directly used in the likelihood t, otherwise events
are further categorised into bins of the pT of the least energetic additional jet in the event.
The signal subcategory probabilities, background rates, and values of em, b, and
Cb are obtained from simulation and depend on the nuisance parameters ~. Each relevant
dependency of a quantity on a parameter m is modelled by a second-order polynomial, that
is constructed from evaluating the quantity at three values m = 0; 1; 1, corresponding
to the nominal value of the parameter and to 1 standard deviation () variations. For
a few sources of uncertainty, only one exact variation is possible, e.g. when there are only
two variants of signal generators available that dier in a certain uncertainty source such
as the matrix element calculation; in such cases, a linear function is chosen to model
the dependence of the quantity on the respective m. For several nuisance parameters
representing systematic modelling uncertainties in the measurement, a box prior is chosen
instead of the standard unit normal prior, with a value of 0.5 between  1 and +1 and zero
elsewhere. Such priors are chosen for the following uncertainties (discussed in section 7.2):
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Figure 4. Total event yield for zero additional non-b-tagged jets (left) and pT of the non-b-tagged
jet with the lowest pT in the event (right) for events with one, two, and at least three additional non-
b-tagged jets, and with zero or more than two (top row), one (middle row), and two (bottom row)
b-tagged jets at
p
s = 7 TeV. The last bin of the pT distributions includes the overow events. The
hatched bands correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties in the event yield
for the sum of signal and background predictions. The ratios of data to the sum of the predicted
yields are shown at the bottom of each plot. Here, an additional solid grey band represents the
contribution from the statistical uncertainty in the MC simulation.
renormalisation and factorisation scales, jet-parton matching scale, top quark pT modelling,
colour reconnection, underlying event, and matrix element generator.
The likelihood t is nally performed using the function 2 =  2 lnL, where L is the
likelihood function given in eq. (6.1). The minuit [66] program is used to minimise this 2
as function of the free t parameters tt , ~!, and
~. The t uncertainty in tt is determined
using minos, the prole likelihood algorithm which is part of minuit. Figures 4 and 5 show
the multi-dierential distributions used in the t. A reasonably good agreement is found
between data and expectations before the t.
Figures 6 and 7 compare the data with the simulation after the simultaneous t at 7
and 8 TeV. The uncertainty bands are calculated taking into account the full correlation
matrix. The description of the data by the simulation has improved with the t. The best
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Figure 5. Total event yield for zero additional non-b-tagged jets (left) and pT of the additional
non-b-tagged jet with the lowest pT in the event (right) for events with one, two, and at least three
additional non-b-tagged jets, and with zero or more than two (top row), one (middle row), and two
(bottom row) b-tagged jets at
p
s = 8 TeV. The last bin of the pT distributions includes the overow
events. The hatched bands correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties in the
event yield for the sum of signal and background predictions. The ratios of data to the sum of
the predicted yields are shown at the bottom of each plot. Here, an additional solid grey band
represents the contribution from the statistical uncertainty in the MC simulation.
t values of the nuisance parameters correspond to variations that are for most cases within
1 of the prior uncertainties, about 98% of the cases. The maximum observed variation
is about 1:9, corresponding to the uncertainty in the mistag SFs, see section 7. Other
uncertainties with variations between 1 and 1.5 are two components of the jet energy
scale corrections and the statistical component of the b tagging SFs.
The ducial tt production cross sections at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV are determined simul-
taneously. For each centre-of-mass energy, a likelihood is dened as in eq. (6.1), respective
2 functions are constructed, and the sum of both 2 functions is minimised. Correlations
between systematic uncertainties are fully taken into account (see section 7.3).
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Figure 6. Fitted total event yield for zero additional non-b-tagged jets (left) and pT of the non-
b-tagged jet with the lowest pT in the event (right) for events with one, two, and at least three
additional non-b-tagged jets, and with zero or more than two (top row), one (middle row), and two
(bottom row) b-tagged jets at
p
s = 7 TeV. The last bin of the pT distributions includes the overow
events. The hatched bands correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties in the
event yield for the sum of signal and background predictions after the t, and include all correlations.
The ratios of data to the sum of the predicted yields are shown at the bottom of each plot. Here,
an additional solid grey band represents the contribution from the statistical uncertainty in the MC
simulation.
6.2 Event counting method
The tt production cross section is also measured by applying an event counting method
similar to the one used in a previous measurement [1]. This method provides a cross-check
of the reference method.
In this analysis, events are counted after applying the em selection described in section 4
with additional requirements that help to further suppress the background contribution:
the presence of at least two jets is required, of which at least one has to be b-tagged.
Compared with ref. [1], tighter requirements on lepton isolation and identication, as well
as on b tagging, are applied to further reduce the background contribution.
Techniques based on control samples in data are used to estimate the background
contribution arising from DY and from non W/Z events. The contributions of the remaining
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Figure 7. Fitted total event yield for zero additional non-b-tagged jets (left) and pT of the non-
b-tagged jet with the lowest pT in the event (right) for events with one, two, and at least three
additional non-b-tagged jets, and with zero or more than two (top row), one (middle row), and two
(bottom row) b-tagged jets at
p
s = 8 TeV. The last bin of the pT distributions includes the overow
events. The hatched bands correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties in the
event yield for the sum of signal and background predictions after the t, and include all correlations.
The ratios of data to the sum of the predicted yields are shown at the bottom of each plot. Here,
an additional solid grey band represents the contribution from the statistical uncertainty in the
MC simulation.
background processes are estimated from simulation. The DY contribution is estimated
using the \Rout/in" method [1], in which events with e
+e  and m+m  nal states are used
to obtain a normalisation factor. This is estimated from the number of events within the
Z boson mass window in data, and extrapolated to the number of events outside the Z
mass window with corrections based on control regions in data enriched in DY events.
The contribution to the background originating from non W/Z boson events is estimated
by subtracting the same-sign prompt-lepton contributions from the same-sign event yields
in data and multiplying by the ratio of opposite-sign over same-sign events. This ratio,
originating from non-prompt lepton backgrounds, is taken from simulation.
Table 1 shows the total number of events observed in data and the numbers of expected
signal and background events fullling all selection criteria. For both data sets, a good
agreement between data and expected number of events is observed.
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Source
Number of em events
7 TeV 8 TeV
DY 22 3 3 173 25 26
Non W/Z 51 5 15 146 10 44
Single top quark (tW) 204  3 61 1034 3 314
VV 7 1 2 35 2 11
ttV 12 1 3 84 1 26
Total background 296 6 63 1472 27 319
tt dilepton signal 5008 15 188 24440 44 956
Data 4970 25441
Table 1. Number of selected events for the event counting method for the 7 and 8 TeV data
sets. The results are given for the individual sources of background, tt signal, and data. The
two uncertainties quoted correspond to the statistical and systematic components (cf. section 7),
respectively.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the b jet multiplicity distributions in the em channel for 7 (left) and 8
(right) TeV between the data and simulation for events fullling the em selection and the requirement
of having at least two jets. The hatched bands correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic
uncertainties in the event yield for the signal and background predictions. The ratios of data to
the predicted yields are shown at the bottom of each plot. Here, an additional solid grey band
represents the contribution from the statistical uncertainty in the MC simulation.
Figure 8 shows the b jet multiplicity in events passing the full event selection, except for
the b jet requirement, for data collected at 7 and 8 TeV. In both cases the total predicted
yields provide a good description of the measured distributions.
The cross section tt is determined from the number of data events after background
subtraction, and dividing by the integrated luminosity of the data sample and by the
product of detector and kinematical acceptance, selection eciency, as estimated from
simulation for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV, and branching fraction of the selected tt
dilepton nal state.
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7 Systematic uncertainties
The measurement of the top quark pair production cross section is aected by systematic
uncertainties that originate from detector eects and from theoretical assumptions. Each
source of systematic uncertainty is assessed individually by suitable variations of the MC
simulations or by varying parameter values within their estimated uncertainties in the
analysis. Each source is represented by a nuisance parameter, which is tted together
with vis
tt
, as described in section 6. For the event counting method, the same sources of
systematic uncertainty are evaluated following the procedure in ref. [1].
7.1 Experimental uncertainties
The uncertainty in the dilepton trigger (\Trigger") and lepton identication eciencies
(\Lepton ID/isolation") are estimated by varying the SFs within their uncertainties, which
are in the range of 1{2%.
The lepton energies (\Lepton energy scale") are corrected separately for electrons [59]
and for muons [67]. Their scales are varied by 0.15% for electrons and 0.3% for muons.
The uncertainty due to the limited knowledge of the jet energy scale (\JES") is deter-
mined by variations of the jet energy in bins of pT and  [63]. For the reference method,
these variations are divided into 27 sources and the eect of each source is evaluated in-
dividually. For the event counting method, the total variation is used to determine the
uncertainty.
The uncertainty due to the limited accuracy of the jet energy resolution (\JER")
is determined by changing the simulated JER by 2:5%, 4%, and 5%, for jets with
jj < 1:7, 1:7 < jj < 2:3, and jj > 2:3, respectively [63].
For the normalisation of each background source, an uncertainty of 30% is assumed.
In the case of the single top quark background (\tW/tW"), the variation covers the uncer-
tainty in the absolute rate, including uncertainties due to PDFs. The same global variation
is applied to the other dominant background contribution, DY. The predicted cross sec-
tion has an uncertainty of 5%, including PDF uncertainties. The variation used here
additionally covers the observed dierences in heavy-avour composition between data
and simulation in dedicated CMS analyses and is also suggested by estimates based on
data [4, 8].
The uncertainties due to the b tagging eciency (\b tag") and misidentication rate
(\Mistag") are determined by varying the b tagging SFs of the b jets or the light-avour
jets, respectively, by the uncertainties quoted in ref. [64]. For the reference method, the
b tagging uncertainties are divided into 19 individual sources, some of them are corre-
lated to other systematic uncertainties, such as JER or pileup. The remaining sources are
evaluated individually.
The eect of pileup events (\Pileup") is evaluated by weighting the inelastic pp cross
section in simulation to the minimum bias cross section determined in data. The pileup
model estimates the mean number of additional pp interactions to be about 9 events for the
data collected at 7 TeV and 21 for the data collected at 8 TeV. These estimates are based
on the total inelastic pp cross sections at
p
s = 7 (8) TeV, which are determined to be 73.5
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(69.4) mb, following the measurement described in ref. [68]. The systematic uncertainty is
determined by varying the cross sections within their uncertainty, 8% at 7 TeV and 5%
at 8 TeV.
The uncertainty in the luminosity (\Luminosity") measurement is 2.2% [69] at 7 TeV
and 2.6% [70] at 8 TeV.
7.2 Theoretical uncertainties
The impact of theoretical assumptions in the modelling is determined by repeating the
analysis and replacing the standard MadGraph tt simulation by dedicated simulation
samples with varied parameters.
The uncertainty in modelling of the hard-production process (\Q2 scale") is assessed
through a simultaneous variation of renormalisation and factorisation scales in the Mad-
Graph sample by factors of 2 and 0.5 relative to their common nominal value, which is
set to the 2F = 
2
R = Q
2 scale of the hard process. In MadGraph, it is dened by
Q2 = m2t + p
2
T, where the sum is over all additional nal state partons in the matrix
element calculations.
The impact of the choice of the scale that separates the description of jet production
through matrix elements or parton shower (\ME/PS matching") in MadGraph is studied
by changing its reference value of 20 GeV to 40 GeV and to 10 GeV.
The eect of the matrix-element generator choice on the measurement is evaluated
by using powheg [37, 41, 42] for the tt simulation instead of MadGraph (\MadGraph
vs powheg").
The avour-dependent hadronisation uncertainty (\Hadronisation (JES)") is part of
the JES uncertainty and comes from dierences in the jet energy response for dierent
jet avours. It is estimated by the dierences between using simulations with the Lund
fragmentation model in pythia and cluster fragmentation model in herwig++ [71] and
is evaluated for each jet avour independently. An additional uncertainty included in this
source is the uncertainty in the b quark fragmentation tune. This is evaluated by vary-
ing the Bowler-Lund b quark fragmentation model in tune Z2* to describe the results by
ALEPH [72] and DELPHI [73] for the b quark fragmentation functions. Another uncer-
tainty included in this source is the uncertainty in the semileptonic branching fraction of
B hadrons, varied between 10:05% and 11:27%, which is the range of the measurements
from B0/B+ decays and their uncertainties [65].
Dierential cross section measurements [57] have shown that the pT of the top quark
is softer than predicted by the nominal MadGraph simulation used to measure the cross
section. To account for this eect, the dierence between the result obtained with the nom-
inal simulation and using the MadGraph prediction reweighted to describe the measured
top quark pT spectrum is taken as a systematic uncertainty (\Top quark pT modelling").
The uncertainties from ambiguities in modelling colour reconnection eects (\Colour
reconnection") are estimated by comparing simulations of an underlying event tune in-
cluding colour reconnection to a tune without it, the Perugia 2011 (P11) and P11 noCR
tunes [74].
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The uncertainty in the modelling of the underlying event (\Underlying event") is esti-
mated by evaluating the relative variations of two dierent P11 pythia tunes with respect
to the standard P11 tune: the mpiHi and the TeV tunes with higher and lower underlying
event activity, respectively.
The uncertainty from the choice of PDFs (\PDF") is determined by reweighting
the sample of simulated tt events according to the 52 CT10 error PDF sets [38], scaled
to 68% CL.
7.3 Correlations between systematic uncertainties for the measurements at 7
and 8 TeV
A number of systematic uncertainties aect the measurements at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV sim-
ilarly, while others are completely decoupled. In this analysis, systematic uncertainties
are treated as either uncorrelated, partially correlated, or fully correlated between the two
measurements. For fully correlated systematic uncertainties, common nuisance parame-
ters are used in the simultaneous likelihood t to the two data sets. For each partially
correlated systematic uncertainty source, three nuisance parameters are introduced, one
for each data set for the uncorrelated part and one common parameter for the correlated
part. The degree of correlation is modelled by the parameter . The uncertainties of the
correlated and the two uncorrelated parameters are taken to be fractions  and
p
1  2,
respectively, of the uncertainty of the original nuisance parameter. The  values assumed
for this analysis are listed in table 2.
For experimental sources, the same procedures are usually employed at the two centre-
of-mass energies for calibration and determination of uncertainties. Also, the same MC
generators are used for the modelling of background processes. Hence, these uncertainties
are treated as 100% correlated, however for each source a (usually small) uncorrelated
component arises from statistical uctuations in the data or simulated samples. The re-
sulting correlation coecients are estimated to be 0.9 for several sources and 0.8 for the
\Trigger" and \Mistag" sources. For the \Pileup" source a relatively small correlation of
0.5 is assumed because of the largely dierent beam conditions at the two energies.
From the uncertainties related to the JES, the avour components (\JES: avour"),
owing to the comparison between dierent hadronisation models, and components related
to the extrapolation from Z ! `` kinematic acceptance to the full phase space using MC
simulation (\JES: absolute extrapolation") are taken as fully correlated. The JES sources
related to pileup (\JES: pileup") are treated as uncorrelated, because of dierent proce-
dures used for the uncertainty assessment at the two energies, as well as the remaining
terms (\JES: other"). The JES component of the b tagging uncertainties is tted indepen-
dently, assigning a correlation coecient of 0.2 that reects the amount of correlated JES
uncertainty sources.
All modelling uncertainties are assumed to be fully correlated between the two centre-
of-mass energies, including the three remaining JES parts. The integrated luminosity
uncertainties are treated as fully uncorrelated, to account for the dierent beam conditions
and specic eects associated to each measurement. It has been checked that variations
of the assumed correlations within reasonable ranges lead to negligible changes of the
extracted cross sections.
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Uncertainty source 
Trigger 0.8
Electron ID 0.9
Electron energy scale 0.9
Muon ID 0.9
Muon energy scale 0.9
JES: avour 1
JES: pileup 0
JES: absolute extrapolation 1
JES: other 0
Jet energy resolution 0.9
Each background 0.9
b-tag (JES) 0.2
b-tag (stat) 0
b-tag (syst) 1
Mistag 0.8
Pileup 0.5
R, F scales 1
ME/PS matching 1
MadGraph vs powheg 1
b quark fragmentation tune 1
B hadron semileptonic branching fraction 1
Top quark pT modelling 1
Colour reconnection 1
Underlying event 1
PDF 1
Integrated luminosity 0
Table 2. Assumed correlations  between systematic uncertainties for the 7 and 8 TeV data sets.
If  = 0, the uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated between the two sets.
7.4 Final uncertainties
The total uncertainties in the ducial cross sections, as obtained with the binned likelihood
t (section 6.1), are +3:6 3:4 % at 7 TeV and
+3:7
 3:4 % at 8 TeV. The impact of the sources of
systematic uncertainties in this total uncertainty are listed in table 3. These are estimated
by removing groups of uncertainties one at a time and gauging the dierence in quadrature
on the total uncertainty. Signicant contributions to the total uncertainty spread over
many dierent sources of experimental and modelling uncertainties with \Lumi", \Lepton
ID/isolation", \Trigger", and \DY" being the four largest sources. The observed shifts of
the tted background or other nuisance parameters compared to their assumed uncertainty
before the t are in general small, indicating a consistent t.
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Source
Uncertainty [%]
7 TeV 8 TeV
Trigger 1:3 1:2
Lepton ID/isolation 1:5 1:5
Lepton energy scale 0:2 0:1
Jet energy scale 0:8 0:9
Jet energy resolution 0:1 0:1
tW/tW 1:0 0:6
DY 1:4 1:3
tt bkg. 0:1 0:1
ttV 0:1 0:1
Diboson 0:2 0:6
W+jets/QCD 0:1 0:2
b-tag 0:5 0:5
Mistag 0:2 0:1
Pileup 0:3 0:3
R, F scales 0:3 0:6
ME/PS matching 0:1 0:1
MadGraph vs powheg 0:4 0:5
Hadronisation (JES) 0:7 0:7
Top quark pT modelling 0:3 0:4
Colour reconnection 0:1 0:2
Underlying event 0:1 0:1
PDF 0:2 0:3
Integrated luminosity 2:2 2:6
Statistical 1:2 0:6
Table 3. Illustrative summary of the individual contributions to the total uncertainty in the visible
tt cross section measurements.
8 Cross section measurement
The results of the tt cross section measurements in pp collisions at 7 and 8 TeV are presented
in the ducial range and in the full phase space.
8.1 Fiducial cross section
The ducial cross sections are dened for tt production with events containing an oppositely
charged em pair with both leptons having pT > 20 GeV and jj < 2:4. The measured cross
sections, using the binned likelihood t extraction method (section 6) and assuming a top
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Source
Uncertainty [%]
7 TeV 8 TeV
Total (visible) +3:6 3:4
+3:7
 3:4
Q2 scale (extrapol.) +0:1 0:4
+0:2
 0:1
ME/PS matching (extrapol.) +0:1 0:1
+0:3
 0:3
Top quark pT (extrapol.)
+0:5
 0:3
+0:6
 0:3
PDF (extrapol.) +0:1 0:1
+0:1
 0:1
Total +3:6 3:5
+3:7
 3:5
Table 4. Individual contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the total tt cross section mea-
surements. The total systematic uncertainties in the ducial cross sections vis
tt
are given in the row
\Total (visible)", and those in the full phase space cross section tt in the row \Total".
quark mass of 172:5 GeV, are
vistt = 3:03 0:04 (stat)+0:08  0:07 (syst) 0:07 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 7 TeV and
vistt = 4:23 0:02 (stat)+0:11  0:09 (syst) 0:11 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 8 TeV.
The uncertainties are due to statistical uctuations, combined experimental and theoretical
systematic eects on the measurement, and the uncertainty in the measurement of the
integrated luminosity. A summary of the systematic uncertainties is presented in table 3.
8.2 Full phase space cross section
The full phase space (total) cross sections for tt production are calculated from the ducial
cross section results by dividing vis
tt
by the acceptance, as in eq. (5.1). The quantity Aem is
determined from the tt signal MC simulation. As it depends on the exact theoretical model
used in the event generation part of the simulation, it is parametrised as a function of the
same nuisance parameters that were used for the modelling uncertainties (section 7) in the
binned likelihood t extraction of the ducial cross sections. The tted values of these
nuisance parameters are used to obtain the best estimates of Aem, 1:745  10 2 at 7 TeV
and 1:728 10 2 at 8 TeV, which are used for the determination of the nominal values of
tt . In order to determine the uncertainty in the phase space extrapolation modelled by
Aem, each relevant nuisance parameter is iteratively varied from the tted value by the 1
values before the t, while all other nuisance parameters are kept at their tted values.
The resulting variations of Aem are taken as an additional extrapolation uncertainty. The
sources that are considered here are \R and F scales", \ME/PS matching", \Top quark
pT modelling", and \PDF" (see section 7), and the individual uncertainties in tt from
these sources are added in quadrature. The resulting systematic uncertainties are listed in
table 4.
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The measurements of ttat the two centre-of-mass energies are
tt = 173:6 2:1 (stat)+4:5  4:0 (syst) 3:8 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 7 TeV and
tt = 244:9 1:4 (stat)+6:3  5:5 (syst) 6:4 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 8 TeV.
After adding the uncertainties in quadrature, the resulting total uncertainties are
6:2 pb (3.6%) at
p
s = 7 TeV and 9:1 pb (3.7%) at
p
s = 8 TeV.
The results obtained with the method based on event counting (see section 6.2) are
tt = 165:9 2:5 (stat) 6:2 (syst) 3:6 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 7 TeV and
tt = 241:1 1:6 (stat) 10:0 (syst) 6:3 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 8 TeV.
As expected, the statistical and systematic uncertainties are slightly larger than those
obtained with the reference method. The results of the two methods are in agreement.
The cross section measurements agree with previous results [1, 4, 8, 14, 15, 21, 22].
They constitute the most precise CMS measurements of tt to date and have a similar
precision to the most precise ATLAS result [14], obtained in the same decay channel. For
both centre-of-mass energies, the predicted cross sections at NNLO (see section 3) are in
good agreement with the measurements.
The ratio of cross sections using the results obtained with the reference analysis
amounts to
Rtt = tt (8 TeV)=tt (7 TeV) = 1:41 0:06:
Here, the correlated uncertainty obtained from the simultaneous likelihood t (section 6)
of the ducial cross sections at the two centre-of-mass energies is fully taken into account
as well as the correlated uncertainty on the acceptances arising from model uncertainties,
which are assumed to be fully correlated between the two energies. The total relative
uncertainty of the ratio is 4:2%, indicating a partial cancellation of systematic uncertainties.
The predicted ratio at NNLO (see section 3) is consistent with the measurement.
9 Determination of the top quark pole mass
The full phase space cross sections are used to determine the top quark pole mass (mt) via
the dependence of the theoretically predicted cross section on mt and comparing it to the
measured cross section. For this purpose, the cross section t and the extrapolation to the
full phase space (see sections 6 and 8.2) are repeated for three dierent hypotheses for the
top quark mass parameter in the MC simulation (mMCt ): 169.5, 172.5, and 175.5 GeV. For
each mass value a sample of simulated tt events, generated with the corresponding mMCt
value, is used in the t as a signal model. The dependence of the distributions used in the
t on detector eects is evaluated individually for each mass value. Their dependence on
modelling uncertainties varies little over the studied mass range and is thus taken from the
nominal mass value (mMCt = 172.5 GeV). The obtained cross section dependence on the
mass can be parametrised as an exponential function:
tt (7 TeV;m
MC
t ) = exp
h
 0:1718 (mMCt =GeV  178:5)
i
+ 170:9 pb;
tt (8 TeV;m
MC
t ) = exp
h
 0:1603 (mMCt =GeV  185:4)
i
+ 237:0 pb:
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To express the measured dependence as a function of mt instead of m
MC
t , the dierence
between mt and m
MC
t needs to be accounted for. This is estimated to be of the order
of 1 GeV [75]. Therefore, an additional uncertainty mt in the obtained cross section
dependence is introduced. It is evaluated by shifting the measured dependence by 1 GeV
in mMCt and recording the dierence in tt . For the determination of mt, this contribution
to the total uncertainty is almost negligible. In consequence, the measurements of tt can
be represented by Gaussian likelihoods as a function of mt of the form
Lexp(mt; tt ) = exp
264

tt (mt)  tt
2
 2(2 + 2mt)
375 ; (9.1)
where  represents the total uncertainty in each of the cross section measurements and
tt (mt) the measured dependence of the cross section on mt.
The predicted dependence of tt on the top quark pole mass at NNLO+NNLL is de-
termined with TOP++, employing dierent PDF sets (NNPDF3.0 [76], CT14 [77], and
MMHT2014 [78]) with s = 0:118  0:001. Additionally, uncertainties of 1.79% at 7 TeV
and 1.72% at 8 TeV are assigned to the predicted cross section values to account for the un-
certainty in the LHC beam energy [79]. The predicted tt is represented by an asymmetric
Gaussian function with width p;, comprising PDF, s, and the beam energy uncertainty
summed in quadrature. This function is convolved with a box function to account for the
uncertainty in the renormalisation and factorisation scales in the prediction [24]. The result
of the convolution is given as
Lpred(mt; tt ) =
1
C(mt)
0@erf
24(h)tt (mt)  ttp
2p;+
35  erf
24(l)tt (mt)  ttp
2p; 
351A , (9.2)
where 
(h)
tt
and 
(l)
tt
denote the upper and lower predicted cross section values, respectively,
from variations of the renormalisation and factorisation scales. The normalisation factor
C(mt) assures that max(Lpred) = 1 for any xed mt.
Figure 9 shows the likelihoods for the predicted tt cross section employing NNPDF3.0
and the measurement of tt at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV as a function of mt. The product of the
two likelihoods is used to t the mass value by maximizing the likelihood simultaneously
with respect to mt and tt . The extracted top quark pole masses using dierent PDF sets
are listed in table 5. The contributions from uncertainties in the CT14 PDF set are scaled
to a 68% CL.
Finally, a weighted average is calculated, taking into account all systematic uncertainty
correlations between the measured cross sections at 7 and 8 TeV, and assuming 100%
correlated uncertainties for the theoretical predictions at the two energies. The resulting
top quark pole masses are listed in table 6 and are in good agreement with each other and
previous measurements [14, 24].
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mt [ GeV ]
7 TeV 8 TeV
NNPDF3.0 173:5+1:9 2:0 174:2
+2:0
 2:2
MMHT2014 173:9+2:0 2:1 174:4
+2:1
 2:3
CT14 174:1+2:2 2:4 174:6
+2:3
 2:5
Table 5. Top quark pole mass at NNLO+NNLL extracted by comparing the measured tt produc-
tion cross section at 7 and 8 TeV with predictions employing dierent PDF sets.
mt [ GeV ]
NNPDF3.0 173:8+1:7 1:8
MMHT2014 174:1+1:8 2:0
CT14 174:3+2:1 2:2
Table 6. Combined top quark pole mass at NNLO+NNLL extracted by comparing the measured
tt production cross section with predictions employing dierent PDF sets.
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Figure 9. Likelihood for the predicted dependence of the tt production cross section on the
top quark pole mass for 7 and 8 TeV determined with TOP++, employing the NNPDF3.0 PDF
set. The measured dependences on the mass are given by the dashed lines, their 1-uncertainties
are represented by the dotted lines. The extracted mass at each value of
p
s is indicated by a
black point, with its 1-uncertainty constructed from the continuous contour, corresponding to
 2 log(LpredLexp) = 1.
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Figure 10. Diagram displaying the top squark pair production at the LHC in the decay mode
where each top squark decays to a top quark and a neutralino ec01.
10 Limits on top squark pair production
The SUSY models are predicated on the existence of partners for SM particles. A light
top squark could contribute to the cancellation of the quadratic divergences in the Higgs
mass loop corrections [26]. SUSY scenarios with a neutralino as LSP and a nearly mass-
degenerate top squark provide one theoretically possible way to account for the observed
relic abundance of dark matter [80, 81]. There are therefore strong motivations to search
for a top squark with a mass close to, or even below, the TeV scale.
In the following, a SUSY model with R-parity conservation is considered, where top
squarks are pair-produced via the strong interaction. The top squark decays into a top
quark and the LSP, considered here as the lightest neutralino ec01. A simplied model is used,
where the parameters are the top squark and neutralino masses [82, 83]. The branching
fraction of top squark into a top quark and a neutralino is assumed to be 100%, and the
top quark polarisation is assumed to be fully right-handed. A diagram of the process is
shown in gure 10.
Top squark pair production with the top squarks decaying into a top quark and a
neutralino could produce nal states very similar to the one from tt production but with
additional missing transverse energy. If the dierence between the masses of the top squark
and the neutralino is close to the top quark mass, the events would have similar topologies
to the SM tt events. In such situations, direct top squark searches have low sensitivity
because of the overwhelming tt background. However, from a very precise tt cross section
measurement, top squark pair events can be searched for by looking for a small excess in
the measured cross section compared to the SM expectation. The study presented here is
complementary to the direct searches performed by CMS [84{86] and ATLAS [87{89], as it
is more sensitive in a mass region, m(et)  m(ec01)+mt, that is not accessible to conventional
SUSY searches. Previous indirect searches in this mass region have been performed by the
ATLAS collaboration [27, 90].
The 8 TeV data, analysed with the counting method (section 6.2), are used to derive
upper limits on the production cross section for the top squark pair production for dierent
top squark masses. The number of observed events in data is compared to the sum of SM
tt and background events and the expected yields from top squark pair production.
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Figure 11. Expected and observed limits at 95% CL on the signal strength (see text) as a function
of the top squark mass for neutralino masses of 1 GeV (left) and 12.5 GeV (right). The widest bands
show the 68% and 95% CL ranges of the expected limit. The narrowest band quanties the impact
of the theoretical uncertainty in the cross section of the SUSY signal on the observed limit.
Top squark pair events generated with MadGraph with up to two associated partons
are used for this study. The detector response is described using a fast simulation [91]. In
order to account for dierences with the full simulation of the CMS detector used for all
other samples, a correction for the b tagging SFs is applied. Furthermore, a 10% uncertainty
on the signal yields is added to account for the dierences in lepton and trigger eciencies
between the fast and the full simulations. The signal samples are normalized according to
the cross sections calculated at NLO+next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy [92{96].
The 95% exclusion limits are calculated from Bayesian and modied CLs techniques
implemented in the Theta framework [97]. The yields of events given in table 1 (where tt
MC events are normalised to the predicted NNLO cross section [23, 50]) are used, account-
ing for all the systematic uncertainties described in section 7. The uncertainty of 3.5% in
the theoretical tt cross section is included to account for eects from renormalisation and
factorisation scale and PDF uncertainties in the calculation [23].
The observed and expected limits on the mass of the top squark for neutralino masses
of 1 and 12.5 GeV are shown in gure 11. The signal strength  is dened as the ratio
between the excluded cross section and the predicted one. Top squarks with masses below
189 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for the neutralino mass of 1 GeV, and in the range 185{
189 GeV for the neutralino mass of 12.5 GeV.
The eect of the top quark polarisation on the nal result is studied by calculating the
exclusion limits assuming that the top quarks are 100% left-handed polarised. No signi-
cant dierences are observed compared to the case of right-handed polarised top quarks.
11 Summary
A measurement of the inclusive tt production cross section in proton-proton collisions at
the LHC is presented using the full 2011{2012 data samples of 5.0 fb 1 at
p
s = 7 TeV and
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19.7 fb 1 at
p
s = 8 TeV. The analysis is performed in the em channel using an improved
cross section extraction method. The cross sections are determined with a binned likelihood
t to the pT distribution of the non-b-tagged jet with the lowest pT among the selected
jets in the event, using categories of number of b-tagged and additional non-b-tagged jets.
Assuming a top quark mass of 172:5 GeV, the results are
tt = 173:6 2:1 (stat)+4:5  4:0 (syst) 3:8 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 7 TeV and
tt = 244:9 1:4 (stat)+6:3  5:5 (syst) 6:4 (lumi) pb; at
p
s = 8 TeV,
in good agreement with recent NNLO QCD calculations. The ratio of the cross sections at
the two dierent values of
p
s is determined to be 1:41 0:06. Moreover, the cross sections
are measured in ducial ranges dened by the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity
requirements on the two charged leptons in the nal state. The measurements constitute the
most precise CMS results of tt so far, and are competitive with recent ATLAS results [14].
The inclusive cross sections at 7 and 8 TeV are used to determine the top quark pole
mass via the dependence of the theoretically predicted cross section on the mass, employing
three dierent PDF sets. The values of the mass are consistent between the three sets.
The most precise result, 173:8+1:7 1:8 GeV, is obtained using the NNPDF3.0 PDF set.
The 8 TeV data are also used to constrain the cross section of pair production of
supersymmetric top squarks with masses close to the top quark mass. No excess of event
yields with respect to the SM prediction is found, and exclusion limits are presented as a
function of the top squark mass for two dierent neutralino masses.
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